Introduction {#sec1}
============

Polymers are macromolecules made up of multiple repeating units or monomers.^[@ref1]^ Due to the presence of multiple repeating units, polymer molecules possess high relative molecular mass and various associated properties. Over the past few decades, polymers have been intensively studied due to their broad applications in multiple fields such as petrochemical industries, oil and gas storage,^[@ref2]−[@ref5]^ and plastic industries that involve bags, boxes, etc. They are used in packaging of food items, agricultural products, etc. and are also used in the synthesis of catalysts and sensor substrates,^[@ref6]−[@ref9]^ in drug delivery,^[@ref10]^ and in chromatographic separation.^[@ref11]^

Among several physical properties, the refractive index (RI) is an important one. The refractive index of a polymer is defined as the velocity of light in a vacuum relative to the velocity of light in  the polymeric material.^[@ref12]^ It is an important optical property as it is directly associated with additional fundamental properties such as other optical, electrical, and magnetic properties.^[@ref13]^ For example, specific refractive index increment in light scattering is an essential factor that can be used for the determination of molecular weight, size, and shape of a polymeric molecule.^[@ref14]^ The knowledge of refractive indices of polymers is needed for understanding the behavior of polymers in the optical wavelength range and is extensively used to design optical devices in the industry. Over the last decades, high-refractive-index polymers have grabbed a considerable attention of scientific research community due to their wide range of applications, including advanced optoelectronic fabrications such as high-performance substrates for advanced display devices,^[@ref15]^ optical adhesives or encapsulants for organic light-emitting diode devices,^[@ref16]^ antireflective coatings for advanced optical applications,^[@ref17]−[@ref19]^ immersion lithography,^[@ref20]^ microlens components for charge-coupled devices, complementary metal oxide semiconductor image sensors,^[@ref21]^ optical data storage,^[@ref22]^ lenses,^[@ref23]^ ophthalmic applications,^[@ref24]^ image sensors,^[@ref25]^ optical fibers,^[@ref26]^ integrated optics, and optoelectronics.^[@ref27],[@ref28]^

Moreover, nanocomposites are related to a multiphase solid material made up of high-refractive-index organic polymer matrices and inorganic nanoparticles. They can easily attain a higher refractive index value above 1.80. These polymer nanocomposites have some demerits such as storage instability, high optical loss, and poor processability.^[@ref29],[@ref30]^ The nanoparticle content and size inversely affect the shelf life and processability of nanocomposites, rendering them unstable and hence unsuitable for various applications.^[@ref29]^ Therefore, researchers are synthesizing new organic polymers with higher refractive index values as these polymers would have various advantages such as easy storage, transport, tunability, and processability. In the present work, we have used an in silico method called quantitative structure--property relationship (QSPR) to predict the refractive indices of a diverse set of polymers.

QSPR^[@ref31],[@ref32]^ is a quantitative method providing a mathematical relationship between different properties such as physical, chemical, and physicochemical properties with the information encoded in the chemical structure of molecules. A QSPR model is composed of dependent and independent variables. In the QSPR model, the dependent variable is estimated from the independent variables. Independent variables are molecular descriptors computed from the chemical structure of compounds, and the dependent variable is the endpoint of the study. A statistically significant and robust QSPR model can be obtained by the selection of relevant molecular descriptors and using a suitable statistical modeling technique.

In the past, several studies were reported to predict the refractive indices of polymers from their respective chemical structure using different statistical methods. Several efforts have been made using QSPR modeling to predict the refractive indices of polymers. For example, Bicerano^[@ref33]^ reported a ten-descriptor model with a good determination coefficient of *R*^2^ = 0.954 using a set of 183 polymers. Katritzky et al.^[@ref12]^ predicted the refractive index of a set of 95 polymers using software called Comprehensive Descriptors for Structural and Statistical Analysis; they developed a five-descriptor model with a correlation of *R*^2^ = 0.940. Xu et al.^[@ref34]^ obtained a four-descriptor QSPR model using a set of 121 linear polymers with a correlation coefficient of *R*^2^ = 0.929 and mean relative error (MRE) of 0.87%. Astray et al.^[@ref35]^ generated a model for prediction of refractive indices of diverse polymers using density functional theory (DFT) and obtained a model with a correlation coefficient of *R*^2^ = 0.92. Yu et al.^[@ref36]^ also used DFT to compute quantum-chemical descriptors from repeating units of polymers and obtained a QSPR model with *R*^2^ of 0.926 and mean relative error (MRE) of 1.048%. Linear and nonlinear QSPR models with *R*^2^ = 0.94 and 0.97, respectively, were built by Xu et al.^[@ref37]^ using a diverse set of 120 polymers, by employing the multilinear regression analysis and artificial neural network statistical techniques, respectively. Duchowicz et al.^[@ref38]^ developed a single-descriptor model using the conformation-independent approach with a correlation coefficient of *R*^2^ = 0.96 from a set 234 polymers to predict refractive indices of polymers. Tong et al.^[@ref39]^ developed a model using the multiple linear regression (MLR) approach from a 121 unconjugated polymer data set to predict the refractive indices and obtained a good correlation coefficient of *R*^2^ = 0.91. García-Domenech et al.^[@ref40]^ developed a ten-descriptor model using the topological indices with correlation coefficient of *R*^2^ = 0.962.

Most of the previously reported models were developed using quantum-chemical descriptors, which are computationally demanding, requiring time-consuming and extensive computations. To overcome this problem, a two-dimensional (2D) QSPR approach based on constitutional and topological molecular descriptors of molecules can be applied.^[@ref41],[@ref42]^ The developed model's predictive ability can be improved by excluding three-dimensional-structural feature aspects, by avoiding the problems associated with ambiguities, resulting from an incorrect computational geometry optimization due to the existence of molecules in more than one conformational state. Small data sets of polymers or homologous series of polymers were involved in model development in many of the previous studies, leading to a small applicability domain (AD) of the developed models. Most importantly, none of the reported studies considers mixtures/copolymers for modeling of refractivity of polymers.

The purpose of the present work was to develop novel QSPR models to predict the refractive index from a set of diverse polymers including mixtures. In this work, we have developed models using only 2D descriptors that are effective, avoiding the computational complexity of energy minimization, conformational analysis, and alignment problems. We have used experimental refractive index values for a set of 221 diverse organic polymers including mixtures^[@ref43]^ for model development. Subsequently, the validated individual models (IMs) were used for the generation of consensus models to improve the quality of external predictions. Finally, the selected consensus model was used to predict the refractive indices of various classes of virtual polymers. In this study, we have screened four small virtual libraries of monomers previously designed by Jabeen et al.^[@ref44]^ and one small library of monomers designed by current authors. The refractive indices of novel monomers were predicted using the newly developed consensus QSPR models.

Result and Discussion {#sec2}
=====================

QSPR Modeling of the Refractive Index {#sec2.1}
-------------------------------------

The data set used for the present QSPR modeling of the refractive index of a diverse set of polymers comprises 221 data points obtained from the Scientific Polymer Products, Inc.^[@ref43]^ These polymers consist of repeating units (monomers); due to the presence of a number of repeating units, polymers have a large size and complex nature as well as a higher molecular weight. Because of the large overall structure of polymers, it is quite difficult to calculate the molecular descriptors directly from the polymer molecules. Hence, only single monomeric units end-capped with hydrogen were used to drive the descriptors.^[@ref45]^

The data set of 221 diverse polymers was split into a training set and a test set by the Kennard--Stone method^[@ref46]^ using the software tool Dataset Division version 1.2 (<http://teqip.jdvu.ac.in/QSAR_Tools/DTCLab/>). The training set consisting of 154 polymeric compounds (*n*~training~ = 154) was used to develop the model, and the test set comprising 67 compounds (*n*~test~ = 67) was used for external validation of the model. In the current studies, the final statistically most convincing and robust models for a set of diverse polymers were obtained by double cross-validation (DCV)^[@ref47]^ followed by partial least squares (PLS).^[@ref48]^ We have four best models developed using the same training set with a different combination of descriptors to predict the refractive indices of polymers. These four PLS^[@ref48]^ models were developed using three, four, three, and three latent variables (LVs), respectively, which contained the extracted information from the descriptors appearing in the individual models. Each of the final four models with a different combination of descriptors to predict refractive indices of diverse polymers contains six descriptors, obtained from Dragon^[@ref49]^ and PaDEL-Descriptor^[@ref50]^ software, as depicted in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. However, [Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b01834/suppl_file/ao8b01834_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information provides scatter plots of four individual models obtained from observed and predicted values of the training and test sets. The finally selected models were satisfactory in terms of all of the internal as well as external validation metrics including mean absolute error (MAE)-based criteria^[@ref51]^ and Golbraikh and Tropsha's criteria,^[@ref52]^ proving the significance of the models. [Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b01834/suppl_file/ao8b01834_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information lists the diverse organic polymers and their experimental refractive values, transformed logarithmic values, and predicted refractivity obtained from four individual models.

###### Detailed Results of Various QSPR Modeling Studies of the Refractive Indices for Diverse Polymers (221 Data Points, *N*~training~ = 154, *N*~test~ = 67)

![](ao-2018-018345_0010){#gr7}

The obtained models possess acceptable values for internal as well as external validation metrics.^[@ref32]^ The complete list of values of validation parameters of all of the four DCV-PLS models is depicted in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}, which proves reliability and statistical significance of all of the four QSPR models.

Mi stands for a mean first ionization potential (scaled on a carbon atom), and it belongs to the category of constitutional descriptors. The first ionization potential is defined as the amount of energy required to remove one valence electron from a neutral atom, and it is an atomic property that reflects the outermost electronic configuration and provides information on the binding energy of valence electrons and therefore also on the degree of relativistic stabilization.^[@ref53]^ This descriptor negatively contributes to the refractive index of polymers in all of the obtained QSPR models, which means that the higher the value of the descriptor, the lower the refractive index and, in contrast, the lower the value of the Mi descriptor, the higher the refractive index. We can see from the data set that the compounds with higher values of descriptor (**\#6**, **3**, **17**, 7, and **4**) showed low refractive index ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Molecule **6** (poly(tetrafluoroethylene)) has a high value of descriptor due to the presence of fluorine atoms; fluorine has a dense electron cloud in its valence shell since the outer shell electrons in fluorine are closer to the nucleus, and it takes more energy to remove the electrons from the fluorine atom, which ultimately results in the high first ionization potential. This consequently contributed to a low refractive index value of the corresponding polymer. On the other hand, molecules with low values of the descriptor (**\#187**, **225**, **222**, **180**, and **227**) showed a high refractive index.

![Contributions of Mi and SpPosA_D/Dt descriptors to the refractive index of diverse polymers.](ao-2018-018345_0001){#fig1}

SpPosA_D/Dt represents the normalized spectral positive sum from the distance/detour matrix; it is estimated by the ratio of the sum of the positive eigenvalues obtained from the distance/detour matrix to the number of non-H atoms in the molecule.^[@ref54]^ This descriptor showed a negative contribution to the refractive index of polymers, and it occurs in three obtained QSPR models (**1**, **3**, and **4**). The negative coefficients of the SpPosA_D/Dt descriptor suggest that an increase in the value of descriptor would lead to a decrease in the refractive indices of compounds and vice versa. The polymers with a comparatively high value of descriptor (**\#3**, **4**, **7**, **29**, and **67**) showed low refractive indices ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In comparison, the polymers with low values of descriptors (**\#186**, **73**, **207**, **176**, and **181**) show high refractive index values.

MLFER_E is a molecular linear free energy relation (MLFER) descriptor, which refers to the excessive molar refraction that characterizes the solute's polarizability as well as providing information about the ability of a solute to interact with a solvent through n- and π-electron pairs.^[@ref55]−[@ref57]^ In simple words, the excess molar refraction can be defined as the difference between the solute molar refraction and the molar refraction of an alkane with the same characteristic volume. Equations 1--4 indicate that the MLFER_E descriptor shows a positive contribution to the refractive index of polymers, which means that a polymer molecule having higher values for the MLFER_E descriptor tend to have a higher refractive index value. This is actually observed in the data set that the molecules with high values of MLFER_E descriptors (\#**224**, **225**, **222**, **187**, and **186**) show high refractive index values and the polymers with low values of the descriptor (\#**3**, **4**, **7**, **5**, and **8**) exhibit low refractive values ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The low values of the descriptor occur in the case of, for example, the presence of fluorine atoms in the monomeric unit. Compound **3** (poly(pentadecafluorooctyl acrylate)) having a low value of the descriptor due to the presence of fluorine atoms into its structure shows a low refractive index value because of low electronic polarizability of the carbon--fluorine bond and the presence of greater fractional free volume in polymer chain packing.^[@ref58],[@ref59]^

![Contributions of MLFER_E and B01\[O--Si\] descriptors to the refractive index of diverse organic polymers.](ao-2018-018345_0002){#fig2}

B01\[O--Si\] (presence/absence of O--Si at topological distance 1) belongs to the class of 2D atom pair (ap) descriptors, and it is calculated based on the distance between the pair of atoms.^[@ref60]^ In the original atom pair (ap), "atom type" includes element, number of neighbors, and number of π electrons and the distance is measured in bonds along the shortest path. The descriptor B01\[O--Si\] indicates a topological distance between the pair of oxygen--silicon atoms of one edge, which provides information on the distribution of atomic properties along the topological structure. This descriptor is found in all obtained QSPR models with negative contributions to the refractive index of polymers, suggesting that the presence of the O--Si atom pair at topological distance 1 (as in **\#19**, **20**, **29**, **30**, and **31**) leads to lower refractive index values ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, high refractive index is observed in the absence of the O--Si atom pair at a distance of one edge (**\#187**, **186**, **184**, **227**, and **182**).

Mp is a constitutional descriptor, which stands for mean atomic polarizability, calculated as the mean of all atomic polarizabilities scaled over the carbon atoms. It describes the response of electron cloud to an external field of atom or molecules.^[@ref61]^ The atoms with least electronegativity and a wider covalent radius have the maximum average atomic polarizabilities and vice versa. The average atomic polarizabilities of atoms decrease in the following manner: I, Br, S, P, Cl, C, N, O, F, and H.^[@ref62]^ In the obtained QSPR models **1** and **3**, the occurrence of Mp suggests that an increase in the polarizability of the molecules resulted in enhanced refractive index values of polymers and a decrease in the polarizability of polymers leads to low-refractive-index polymers. The compounds with high Mp values (**\#187**, **171**, **180**, **19**, and **121**) showed a high refractive index, whereas the compounds with low Mp values (**\#73**, **6**, **42**, **27**, and **56**) showed low refractive index of polymers ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Molecule **187** (poly(pentabromophenyl methacrylate)) showed a high polarizability value due to the presence of a less electronegative atom, i.e., bromine, in the chemical structure. In contrast, molecule **6** (poly(tetrafluoroethylene)) showed low polarization because of the presence of a highly electronegative atom, i.e., fluorine in its chemical structure.

![Contributions of Mp and SpMaxA_D/Dt descriptors to the refractive index of diverse organic polymers.](ao-2018-018345_0003){#fig3}

B01\[C--F\] also belongs to the class of 2D atom pair descriptors; it represents presence/absence of C--F at topological distance 1.^[@ref60]^ According to the QSPR eq 1, the absence of pair of carbon and fluorine at topological distance one would lead to an increase in the refractive index of polymers, and the presence of C--F atom pair at topological distance one result into the low value of refractive indices because of low electronic polarizability of carbon--fluorine bond and presence of greater fractional free volume in polymer chain packing. The compounds with the absence of a pair of these atoms at the stated distance 1 (**\#180**, **225**, **224**, **186**, and **222**) are found to be with high refractive index values than the compounds with the presence of C--F atom pair at a distance 1 (**\#45**, **26**, **23**, **24**, and **28**). From this observation, we can conclude that a decrease in the polarizability leads to a decrease in the refractive index of a polymer.

SpMaxA_D/Dt belonging to the class of 2D matrix-based descriptors accounts for normalized leading eigenvalue from the distance/detour matrix.^[@ref63]^ The distance/detour matrix is derived from detour and distance matrices. It is a square symmetric matrix, whose off-diagonal entries are the ratios of the lengths of the shortest over the longest path between any pair of vertices. These descriptors convey the information about the molecular branching and cyclicity of the molecules. In the current QSPR eq 2, this descriptor was found to be negatively correlated with the refractive index of polymers, suggesting that for lower values of the descriptor the refractive index will be high and vice versa. For example, polymers with low values of this descriptor (**\#186**, **176**, **73**, **100**, and **225**) showed a high refractive index ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The repeat unit of polymer molecule **186** (poly(*N*-vinyl carbazole)) contained an aromatic heterocyclic ring (carbazole), which shows a low value of the descriptor due to the greater longest path between the pair of vertices. On the other hand, the polymers with high values of SpMaxA_D/Dt descriptor (**\#3**, **4**, **67**, **7**, and **29**) showed low refractive index values. For example, the monomeric unit of polymer molecule **3** (poly(pentadecafluorooctyl acrylate)) shows a high value of the descriptor, which corresponds to a low refractive index due to the presence of too many numbers of branching vertex in the molecule, leading to the shorter longest path between a pair of vertices.

nCIC stands for the number of rings (cyclomatic number), and it belongs to a category of ring descriptors.^[@ref60]^ It provides a numerical value about the presence of the ring in a molecule and is derived using the Euler formulaIn the above equation, μ is a cyclomatic number and *B* and *A* are the total numbers of bonds and atoms, respectively. Equation 2 shows that nCIC has a negative contribution to the refractive index, suggesting that a higher value of the descriptor leads to a higher refractive index and vice versa. The molecules with higher descriptor values include **163**, **217**, **127**, and **216** due to the presence of a number of rings in the molecular structure, and they showed low refractive index values. On the other hand, molecules with low values of the descriptor (**\#170**, **220**, **130**, **129**, and **128**) due to the absence of ring in the molecular structure showed high refractive index values.

The SpMax_EA(bo) descriptor, an edge adjacency indices descriptor,^[@ref64]^ accounts for the leading eigenvalue from the edge adjacency matrix weighted by bond order, and it encodes the connectivity between graph edges. SpMax_EA(bo) reflects the molecular shape, and it implies the substituent position in the phenyl ring of the polymer material; the substitution at the p- or α-position of the phenyl or naphthalene ring has a larger value of SpMax_EA(bo), and substituents at the o- or β-position lead to a lower value of the descriptor. This means that substitution at the o- or β-position of the phenyl or naphthalene ring, respectively, leads to a decrease in refractive index values. In QSPR eq 2, this descriptor contributes positively to the refractive index, as can be found from the data set that polymers with high values of the SpMax_EA(bo) descriptor (\#**147**, **182**, **171**, **187**, and **179**) have high refractive index values, in contrast to the molecules with low descriptor values (\#**73**, **100**, **19**, **35**, and **125**) having low refractive index values ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Contributions of SpMax_EA(bo) and TI1_L descriptors to the refractive index of diverse organic polymers.](ao-2018-018345_0004){#fig4}

TI1_L, described as the first Mohar index from the Laplace matrix, belongs to the class of 2D matrix-based descriptors.^[@ref65],[@ref66]^ The Laplace matrix (*L*) is a symmetrical matrix estimated from the difference between the adjacency matrix and the vertex degree matrix; therefore, the diagonal entries of the matrix are vertex degrees of atoms in a molecule and off-diagonal entries representing the pairs of bonded atoms are set at −1, otherwise at 0. The first Mohar index (TI1_L) is calculated from the eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix as followsIn the above equation, QW_L is the quasi-Wiener index and nBO and nSK are the numbers of non-H bonds and non-H atoms in the molecules. In the currently studied QSPR model (3), the TI1_L descriptor is inversely correlated with refractive indices of polymers, showing that a greater value of the descriptor **(\#208**, **216**, **157**, and **14**) leads to a lower-refractive-index polymer ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Compounds with lower values of the TI1_L descriptor **(\#187**, **171**, **180**, **181**, and **178**) showed high refractive index values.

Eta_betaP_A is defined as the sum of β values of all nonhydrogen bonds including a lone pair of electrons involved in the resonance of a structure relative to a number of vertices in the molecule.^[@ref67]^ It describes the electron-richness of molecules relative to the molecular size and the presence of multiple bonded electronegative atoms like O, S, etc.^[@ref68]^ In the present QSPR eq 4, Eta_betaP_A has a positive coefficient. This reflects that the Eta_betaP_A descriptor is directly proportional to refractive indices of diverse polymers. The compounds with high values of this descriptor (**\#186**, **222**, **224**, **225**, and **227**) showed a high refractive index ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) due to the presence of lone pairs of electrons involved in the resonance of the aromatic ring system in their chemical structure in comparison with the compounds with low values of descriptors **(\#7**, **14**, **17**, **19**, and **20**).

![Contributions of Eta_beta_A and piPC10 descriptors to the refractive index of diverse organic polymers.](ao-2018-018345_0005){#fig5}

piPC10, a topological descriptor, stands for molecular multiple path count of order 10. It describes size, shape, symmetry, and atom distribution in a molecule.^[@ref69]^ In our QSPR eq 4, the appearance of the piPC10 descriptor might indicate the size of polymers, and it correlates negatively with the refractive indices of polymers. This suggests that the polymers with high values of the descriptor (**\#7**, **47**, **37**, **63**, and **29**) due to the larger size of monomers lead to low refractive indices in comparison of the compounds with lower values of the descriptor (**\#184**, **181**, **180**, **178**, and **172**) ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"})

Importance and Ranking of Variables in Different QSPR Models {#sec2.2}
------------------------------------------------------------

In the present study, we have reported four individual QSPR models for prediction of refractive index with a different combination of descriptors. A repetition of some molecular descriptors in different models simply describes their importance in terms of their contribution to the response. Each final model has at least one or two different descriptors not present in other models; in this way, all four models covered all of the necessary features for QSPR model generation for refractive index prediction. Some variables are consistently repeating in all of the models, showing that these descriptors have impact on the response modeled and are vital for the model development.

To rank the variables based upon their importance in the obtained QSPR models, we derived the variable importance plot (VIP) by considering various parameters such as the classical PLS regression coefficient, weight vector, and *t*-statistic cutoff threshold.^[@ref70]^ The VIPs of four individual models are depicted in [Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b01834/suppl_file/ao8b01834_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information. The VIP summarizes the importance of each descriptor presented in the obtained QSPR equations based on the score and loading plot observations. The VIP reflects the importance of descriptors in the model with respect to the *Y* variable (correlation with property) and *X* variable (projection). A variable with a score more than 1 shows more significance than the variables with low VIP scores. In the present work, we developed four individual QSPR models; we can see that the variable MLFER_E has the highest impact on the response in model 1 and Mi has the highest relative importance to the response in models 2, 3, and 4. The least important descriptor in all of the generated models is B01\[O--Si\].

Next, we have derived loading plots to find out the most influential variables in the obtained QSPR equations. The loading plots of four individual models are shown in [Figure S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b01834/suppl_file/ao8b01834_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information. The variable MLFER_E is highly influential with a positive correlation toward the *Y* variable in model 1; at the same time, the variable Mi has been found to be the most influential variable in models 2, 3, and 4 with a negative contribution to the refractivity of polymers. In contrast, the variable B01\[O--Si\] with the least influence and with a negative correlation with the property is found in all of the obtained models.

In addition, it was shown that the final models were not obtained by chance (random) as evidenced from randomization plots ([Figure S4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b01834/suppl_file/ao8b01834_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information). A number of models are generated by shuffling the values of *Y* variables keeping the *X* variables intact. The new (random) models were generated using the permuted data, and the quality of such models was compared to that of the nonrandom models. Here, we have used 100 permutations. The value of the *r*^2^*~Y~* intercept should not exceed 0.3, and the value of the *q*^2^*~Y~* intercept should not exceed 0.05. The obtained models in the current study show the intercept at *r*^2^*~Y~* = −0.0157, *q*^2^*~Y~* = −0.173, *r*^2^*~Y~* = −0.0205, *q*^2^*~Y~* = −0.211, *r*^2^*~Y~* = −0.0171, *q*^2^*~Y~* = −0.174, and *r*^2^*~Y~* = −0.0245, *q*^2^*~Y~* = −0.187 ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), signifying the validity of the models. This proves that the finally selected models were nonrandom and robust.

AD Studies of All Individual QSPR Models for Refractive Index Prediction {#sec2.3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The final assessments of the developed models were done by defining the applicability domain (AD) of obtained models using the distance to model in the *X*-space (DModX) approach using SIMCA-P^[@ref57]^ software. The compounds in the training set outside this domain were considered as outliers, and the compounds in the test set having DModX values greater than the threshold value are called outside AD. The list of compounds that are outliers and outside of AD in different models is depicted in [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}.

###### List of Compounds That Are Outliers and Outside AD in Different QSPR Models

  model no.   training set (outlier)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      test set (outside AD)
  ----------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------
  model 1     poly(oxymethylene), polyethylene, poly(*N*-vinyl carbazole), poly(pentabromophenyl methacrylate), polysulfone resin.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  model 2     polysulfone resin                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  model 3     poly(tetrafluoroethylene), poly(methyl 3,3,3-trifluoropropyl siloxane), poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene), poly(vinylidene fluoride), poly(2-bromo-4-trifluoromethyl styrene), poly(*N*-vinyl carbazole), cellulose nitrate, cellulose, polysulfone resin.                                                                                                                                                                                      poly(hexafluoropropylene oxide), poly(2-vinylnaphthalene)
  model 4     poly(methyl hydrosiloxane), poly(dimethylsiloxane), poly(methyl octadecylsiloxane), poly(methyl hexylsiloxane), poly(methyl octylsiloxane), poly(methyl hexadecylsiloxane), poly(methyl tetradecylsiloxane), poly(acryloxypropyl methylsiloxane), poly(dicyanopropylsiloxane), poly(mercaptopropyl methylsiloxane), poly(methyl phenylsiloxane), poly(methyl *m*-chlorophenylethylsiloxane), poly(dimethylsiloxane-*co*-diphenylsiloxane)   poly(methyl *m*-chlorophenylsiloxane)

After analysis of AD of the QSPR models, the coverage of models 1 and 2 was 100% in the case of the test set ([Figure S5](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b01834/suppl_file/ao8b01834_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information), but the training set ([Figure S6](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b01834/suppl_file/ao8b01834_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information) has five and one structural outliers, respectively, although their prediction quality is good. In the case of model 3, the training set has nine outliers and two compounds outside the AD in the test set while it is found that the prediction quality of the compounds outside AD is good. Model 4 shows that 13 compounds are outliers in the training set (all of them belong to the class of polysilylenes, and the descriptors obtained in the model do not cover the chemical features of this class of compounds) and one compound is outside the AD in the test set; however, all of these compounds have excellent prediction quality.

Intelligent Consensus Prediction (ICP) for Refractive Indices of Polymers {#sec2.4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this study, the data set of 221 diverse polymers was divided into a training set (154 compounds) and a test set (67 compounds). Then, we have used the derived four models for application of the Intelligent Consensus Predictor (<http://teqip.jdvu.ac.in/QSAR_Tools/DTCLab/>) with an objective to improve the quality of predictions. We have compared the results of predictions from individual models (IMs) with those four consensus models (CM0--CM3). The analysis shows that values of external validation metrics are better in consensus models, particularly CM0, than in IM models. In addition, based upon the MAE95% metric, three consensus models (CM0, CM1, and CM2) possess significantly lower error values than the IM.

True External Set Predictions {#sec2.5}
-----------------------------

For QSPR modeling, in general, the whole data set is divided into training and test sets prior to model building; during this step, it is ensured that each compound of the test set has a few similar structural analogues in the training set and the test set is used to determine the predictive capability of the developed model. However, the compounds in the true external set are not designed to be similar to the training set compounds and they are used as an unseen data set (not employed while modeling) to determine the external predictive quality of the model. To validate the predictive ability of generated individual models, we also used a true external data set of 98 diverse monomer units with the experimental RI values of the corresponding polymers.^[@ref38]^[Table S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b01834/suppl_file/ao8b01834_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information lists the true external set polymers and their experimental refractive values, transformed logarithmic values, and predicted refractivity obtained from four CM3 models. The derived models showed good predictive ability, as evidenced from the very good external predicted variance. Also, the corresponding values of *r*~m~^2^ metrics imply the accuracy of predictions of all of the individual models. Furthermore, we have applied consensus models obtained from the individual models using the Intelligent Consensus Predictor tool (<http://teqip.jdvu.ac.in/QSAR_Tools/DTCLab/>) with an objective to improve the quality of predictions. Finally, we have compared the results of predictions from individual models (IMs) with those from four consensus models (CM0--CM3). The values of external validation metrics of the individual as well as consensus models are depicted in [Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}.

###### Summary of External Prediction Quality (Based on MAE~100%~) of Individual and Consensus Models for the True External Data Set[a](#t3fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  model no.   *R*~pred~^2^   *R*~pred(95%)~^2^   *r*~m~^2^   Δ*r*~m~^2^   MAE~100%~   MAE~95%~
  ----------- -------------- ------------------- ----------- ------------ ----------- ----------
  IM1         0.867          0.918               0.819       0.044        0.006       0.005
  IM2         0.884          0.936               0.831       0.022        0.006       0.005
  IM3         0.878          0.929               0.826       0.003        0.006       0.005
  IM4         0.878          0.931               0.827       0.011        0.006       0.005
  CM0         0.887          0.931               0.839       0.001        0.006       0.005
  CM1         0.887          0.931               0.839       0.001        0.006       0.005
  CM2         0.889          0.933               0.841       0.006        0.006       0.005
  CM3         **0.895**      0.940               0.847       0.017        **0.005**   0.005

The best model based on the MAE100% is shown in bold.

After analysis of the results from four IMs (IM1--IM4) and the corresponding four generated consensus models (CM0--CM3), it was evident that the results of external validation metrics of consensus models were better than those of the individual models. Considering the external predicted variance (*R*~pred~^2^) and MAE100% metrics, consensus model 3 was found to have considerably higher predictive ability and lower error values than those of the other ones.

After the complete analysis of the results obtained from the true external data set, we can conclude that prediction errors for the external set compounds can be dropped significantly using the "intelligent" consensus prediction models, and, particularly, CM3 appears to be most useful and reliable among all of the developed consensus models.

Additionally, the quality of predictions for external compounds from the finally selected individual QSPR models has been checked using the "Prediction Reliability Indicator" software tool.^[@ref76]^ This tool generates the prediction quality composite score, and on the basis of the obtained score, it categorizes the quality of predictions into three different classes, that is, good (score 3), moderate (score 2), and bad predictions (score 1) ([Table S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b01834/suppl_file/ao8b01834_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information). The results show that most of the predictions are of good quality.

Virtual Screening of the Obtained Library of New Monomeric Units of Polymers {#sec2.6}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Four sets of small virtual libraries of monomers designed by Jabeen et al.^[@ref44]^ were screened using the generated consensus model CM0 to predict the refractive index of designed monomers. We have then compared the predicted refractive indices obtained from consensus model CM0 with the predictions reported in the previous work. The monomers of four different libraries were sorted out on the basis of predicted refractive index values (high to low), and top 25% compounds (24 compounds) from individual libraries with the higher predicted refractive indices were selected for comparison with the top 25% predicted values from the model reported by Jabeen et al. It was found that 21 compounds (out of 24 compounds from each set) were common in the sorted lists from both models.

Virtual Screening of the Designed Library of New Monomeric Units of Polymers {#sec2.7}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We have also designed a virtual monomer library of 91 compounds using the basic chemistry knowledge. The two basic scaffolds selected for the design of library are (poly(2-vinylthiophene) (*n* = 1.6376) and poly(phenyl α-bromoacrylate) (*n* = 1.612). The selected core was substituted by various functional groups (halogen, nitro, carboxy, etc.) to form a library of novel monomers. The structure of monomers was drawn and optimized using Marvin Sketch (version 14.10.27) (<https://www.chemaxon.com>) software, and, finally, the refractive index values of the designed monomer library were predicted using the generated models.

Comparison with a Previously Developed RI Model {#sec2.8}
-----------------------------------------------

Next, we compared our results with those of the previous study carried out by Jabeen et al.,^[@ref44]^ where authors have reported a QSPR model for the prediction of refractive indices (*n*) in a diverse set of organic polymers. They developed models by the genetic algorithm (GA)--MLR statistical technique, which gave reliable predictions of the refractive index. To obtain the model, they have used the data set of 133 diverse polymers and the data set was divided randomly into a training set and a test set. During the initial step of model development, they have marked six molecules as outliers, which were removed. The final statistically reliable model was developed using the set of 98 training compounds and validated by 29 test compounds. The final model for prediction of refractive indices had four variables obtained from Dragon software, and the model quality was as follows: *R*^2^ = 0.932, *Q*~LOO~^2^ = 0.914, and the *R*~ext~^2^ for the test set was found to be 0.882. Also, the final selected model is used to predict the refractive index of four small virtual libraries. Several structures from each set of virtual libraries were reported to have high values of predicted refractive indices.

In the present study, we have collected a larger data set and developed several models for refractive index using the double cross-validation approach followed by PLS,^[@ref48]^ from an extended list of diverse polymers offering a broader applicability domain. The extended data set comprised 221 diverse polymers. The data set was split into a training set and a test set using the Kennard--Stone method. The training set (*N*~train~ = 154) was used to develop the models, and the test set (*N*~test~ = 67) was used for external validation. The final statistically most convincing and robust model for prediction of refractive indices was obtained by double cross-validation (DCV) followed by PLS.^[@ref48]^ The final model for diverse polymers including some mixtures had six 2D descriptors, obtained from Dragon and PaDEL-Descriptor software, and the model quality was as follows: *R*^2^ = 0.911, *Q*~LOO~^2^ = 0.902, and *R*~pred~^2^ for the test set was found to be 0.893. We have used the final selected model for the prediction of the refractive index of four small virtual libraries of monomers designed by Jabeen et al.^[@ref44]^ and finally compared the predictions of refractive indices from our model with previously reported model predictions. The monomers were sorted out on the basis of higher refractive index predictions, and 25% of compounds (24 compounds) with the higher predicted refractive indices (in either set) were selected for comparison. It was found that 21 compounds (out of 24 compounds from each set) were common in the sorted lists from both models. Furthermore, when multiple models were used for application of the Intelligent Consensus Predictor (<http://teqip.jdvu.ac.in/QSAR_Tools/DTCLab/>), the quality of external predictions was further improved.

Conclusions {#sec3}
===========

We developed four individual QSPR models with six different combinations of variables using a diverse set of polymers with significant predictive power. All of the internal as well as external validation parameters were examined to confirm the quality, significance, robustness, and high predictive ability. To determine the predictive ability, we have used a true external set that shows the good predictive ability of models. Furthermore, to improve the quality of prediction of the external set, we have generated consensus models from the obtained multiple models. Finally, the selected consensus model was used for screening of a small set of virtual design libraries.

From the presented work, we have found out that a number of different variables play an essential role to predict the refractive index of diverse polymers. These variables encode information to predict the refractivity of polymers. The descriptors SpMaxA_D/Dt and Eta_betaP_A suggest that the presence of the aromatic ring in monomers increases refractivity. The descriptor SpMax_EA(bo) implies the substituent position in the phenyl ring of the polymer material; the substitution at the p- or α-position of the phenyl or naphthalene ring has a larger value of SpMax_EA(bo), and substituents at the o- or β-position lead to a lower value of the descriptor. The Mi descriptor shows that a higher mean ionization potential caused an increase in the refractivity of polymers. The MLFER_E and Mp descriptors, which are polarizability-weighted, show that the increase in the polarizability value increases the refractivity index. Furthermore, the F01\[C--F\] and B01\[O--Si\] descriptors confirm that the number of C--F groups and the number of O--Si groups, respectively, would lead to a decrease in the refractivity index of the investigated polymers. Finally, the presence of piPC10 descriptor confirms the importance of the size of monomeric units.

Also, we have screened five small virtual libraries of monomers encompassing one small library of monomers designed by us and four designed by Jabeen et al.^[@ref44]^ and then predicted their respective refractive indices by utilizing the developed models. Various monomers from each set of small libraries predicted higher refractive index values as compared to those from polymers used in the original data set. By using the approaches used in this study, a suitable number of polymers with higher refractive index values can be developed and transformed into the new, stable, easy-to-handle, and processable novel polymers for different applications in materials or optical science such as new optical devices, lenses, etc.

Materials and Methods {#sec4}
=====================

The data set of 221 diverse polymers was employed for the development of QSPR models for prediction of refractive index values. The data set includes nine mixtures/copolymers in a particular ratio of monomers (%). The experimental refractive index (*n*) values of polymers were obtained from the Scientific Polymer Products, Inc.^[@ref43]^[Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} depicts the summary of the applied methodology in the present work.

![Work flow diagram of the used methodology.](ao-2018-018345_0006){#fig6}

After gathering experimental data and selection of the data set, the data were further carefully checked to remove duplicate compounds. For ease of estimation and interpretation, the experimental refractive index values were converted into the logarithmic scale, i.e., log(*n*). A lower value of log(*n*) represents a lower refractive index and vice versa. The data set used is diverse, which comprises various classes of organic polymers such as polyolefins, polysilylenes, polyimides, polyamides, polyacrylates, and polyesters.

Chemical Structures and Molecular Descriptors {#sec4.1}
---------------------------------------------

The chemical structures of monomers or repeating units, end-capped with hydrogen, were drawn using Marvin Sketch (version 14.10.27) (<https://www.chemaxon.com>) software. The structures were saved as .sdf format, which is the recommended input format for PaDEL-Descriptor^[@ref50]^ and Dragon^[@ref49]^ Descriptor software. We may mention here that QSPR modeling was done in this work using 2D descriptors that are estimated from the monomeric unit of polymers. The calculated descriptors contained the information related to the topology of the monomer unit. Although the monomeric unit is not capable of accounting the overall molecular topology of polymers, it provides important information for model building. On the other hand, use of the whole polymer structure is difficult and a challenging job because of the large size of polymer molecules, complex structure, and high molecular weight; it is difficult to estimate molecular descriptors from the entire polymer structure.

Calculation of Descriptors for Mixtures/Copolymers {#sec4.2}
--------------------------------------------------

To calculate the descriptors from copolymers/mixtures, we have used both monomer units of copolymers individually for the estimation of descriptors, and then the obtained descriptor values from individual monomers were multiplied by their percentage ratio present in the copolymers and finally added together to get the final descriptor values for copolymers/mixtures. For example, in the case of the ethylene/vinyl acetate copolymer (28% vinyl acetate), we have calculated the descriptors from ethylene and vinyl acetate monomers individually; then, descriptor values of ethylene were multiplied by 0.72 and those of vinyl acetate with 0.28 and finally both values were added to obtain the descriptors for the ethylene/vinyl acetate copolymer.

In the present study, to obtain the QSPR models, a wide range of molecular descriptors (2D) were used that included 2D matrix-based descriptors, 2D atom pairs, constitutional indices, ring descriptors, connectivity indices, functional group count, atom-centered fragments, atom type, CATS2D descriptor, E-state indices calculated from Dragon^[@ref49]^ software version 7, and also the extended topochemical atom and the MLFER descriptor calculated by the PaDEL-Descriptor^[@ref50]^ (version 2.21).

Tuning of the generated initial pool of descriptors was carefully done by removing the descriptors with constant and near-constant values or zero values, descriptors with at least one missing value, descriptors with all missing values, and descriptors with (absolute) pair correlation larger than or equal to 0.90.

QSPR Modeling {#sec4.3}
-------------

### Division of the Data set {#sec4.3.1}

The data set of 221 diverse polymers was divided into a training set (∼70% of compounds) and a test set (∼30% of compounds) using the Kennard--Stone method^[@ref46]^ using the software tool Dataset Division version 1.2 available at <http://teqip.jdvu.ac.in/QSAR_Tools/DTCLab/>. The training set was used for model development and the test set for external validation. The test set compounds were not included at all in the model development stage to select the descriptors.^[@ref68]^

### Variable Selection and Model Development {#sec4.3.2}

Further descriptor selection has been done by employing a genetic algorithm (GA)^[@ref71]^ method. GA^[@ref71]^ is based on a genetic evolution principle where at the first step a random population of models is generated, and parents are selected for mating based upon the fitness score of the individual models. In later generations, the parents are replaced by daughter models and the fitness of the new model is checked; the process continues until it gets the best set of descriptors in that run. In our work, the process was repeated several times to find the best correlating descriptors. Finally, the selected descriptors (35 descriptors out of an initial pool of 1730 descriptors) were subjected to the double cross-validation (DCV) tool^[@ref47],[@ref51]^ followed by partial least squares (PLS) regression^[@ref48]^ to obtain the optimum models for the prediction of the refractive index of polymers. The DCV tool algorithm is based on two nested loops that are internal and external cross-validation loops. In the outer loop, the data set is divided into training and test sets. In the inner loop, the training set compounds used for model development and model selection were repeatedly split into calibration (used for model development) and validation (to estimate the error) data sets. Finally, the model with the least prediction error was selected from the inner loop. Then, the test set that was present in the outer loop was used for assessing the predictive performance of the selected models.^[@ref47],[@ref51]^ Finally, four statistically most convincing and robust models with different sets of descriptor combinations were derived.

### Model Validation {#sec4.3.3}

Validation of the obtained QSPR models was performed by analyzing the various statistical parameters of internal stability and the external prediction, according to the OECD principles for QSAR validation.^[@ref72]^ The values of determination coefficients indicate the goodness of fit; other internal validation parameters of models were determined on the basis of leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation. The external predictive power of models was estimated using the test set. The reported validation metrics included *R*~train~^2^, LOO-*Q*^2^ for the training set, and *R*~pred~^2^ for the test set predictions. However, these parameters were primarily based on the sum of squared differences between observed values of the training/test set compounds and the mean observed value of the training set compounds. Thus, to avoid bias in the predictive potential of models, we have additionally reported *r*~m~^2^ metrics^[@ref73]^ such as *rm*~LOO~^2^, Δ*rm*~LOO~^2^, *rm*~test~^2^, and Δ*rm*~test~^2^ proposed by Roy et al. Finally, the mean absolute error (MAE)-based criteria proposed by Roy et al.^[@ref51]^ and Golbraikh and Tropsha^[@ref52]^ criteria were examined to justify the robustness of reported models.

### Applicability Domain (AD) Studies {#sec4.3.4}

To define the AD of the generated models, we used the distance to model in the *X*-space (DModX) approach using SIMCA-P^[@ref74]^ software. In this case, the quality of the model has been judged on the basis of the *X* residual values.^[@ref48]^ In general, *X* residual values are high in numbers, so the *X* residual was abstracted by SD of the *X*-residuals of the corresponding row of the residual matrix. The SD of *X*-residuals is directly linked to the distance between each data point and the model plane in *X*-space, often called DModX (distance to the model in *X*-space). Molecules having the DModX values higher than the critical value are outliers (training set)/outside of AD (test set) of the model.^[@ref48]^

### Intelligent Consensus Refractive Indices' QSPR Modeling of Polymers {#sec4.3.5}

Consensus models were generated by integrating all validated individual models by application of the Intelligent Consensus Predictor tool (<http://teqip.jdvu.ac.in/QSAR_Tools/DTCLab/>) to improve the quality of external predictions.^[@ref75]^ A consensus model covers different issues such as all features of the chemical structure of training set compounds in large descriptor space from all of the individual models as well as a vast applicability domain (the consensus method can also afford greater chemical space coverage) in comparison of individual models (IMs). Consensus models can improve the prediction quality for test set compounds in contrast to IM. The approach of Intelligent Consensus Predictor (ICP) is based on a similarity principle to identify the best model for the prediction of test compounds. In this method, at the first step, 10 most similar training compounds are selected for each test set compound. In this way, every generated model contained 10 similar compounds for each test set compound. Note that the selected 10 compounds should not to be outliers in terms of chemical structure similarity. The selection of 10 training set compounds is made on the basis of the criteria that the Euclidean distance of the test set compound to a particular training set compound out of those 10 selected ones is not higher than the set threshold value. The threshold value is obtained from the mean Euclidean distance plus 3 times standard deviation (SD) (threshold = mean + 3 × SD), which is estimated from the Euclidean distance scores of the entire training set compounds using descriptor values present in the particular model. The threshold value for each test compound might be different for different models. Finally, "*n*" number of qualified models were obtained with acceptable specified criteria and can be further compared with the predictive performance of IM. In ICP, three different ways of consensus predictions were integrated including (1) consensus model 0 (original consensus): average of predictions from all individual input models, (2) consensus model 1 (CM1): average of predictions from all qualified individual models, (3) consensus model 2 (CM2): weighted average prediction from all qualified individual models, and (4) consensus model 3 (CM3): best selection of predictions (compoundwise) from individual models.^[@ref75]^ The finally selected consensus models were used for the screening of the external set (and designed libraries of monomers).

### Virtual Screening of a Designed Library of New Monomeric Units of Polymers {#sec4.3.6}

Four sets of small virtual libraries of monomers were introduced by Jabeen et al.^[@ref44]^ by selecting a scaffold of two polymers poly(*N*-vinyl carbazole) (*n* = 1.683) and poly(pentabromophenyl methacrylate) (*n* = 1.71). The library was obtained by substitution of different functional groups to the two primary selected cores. The designed libraries were screened in the present work using the generated models to predict the refractive index of designed monomers, and predictions obtained from our models were compared to those of Jabeen et al. In this work, we have also designed a virtual monomer library of 91 compounds by substituting the various functional groups on the selected fundamental core of two polymers from the data set, i.e., (poly(2-vinylthiophene) (*n* = 1.6376) and poly(phenyl α-bromoacrylate) (*n* = 1.612). The refractive indices of the designed monomer library were predicted using the generated models.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/acsomega.8b01834](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acsomega.8b01834).([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b01834/suppl_file/ao8b01834_si_001.pdf))
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